RED FOX
Vulpes vulpes

Ecology

INTRODUCTION

DIET

Foxes, like Badgers, are now
common place in our built
environment. Their cunning,
intelligence and cuteness have
made them a firm favourite of
many town dweller. They started
to colonise areas of London in the
1930s, today there are about 5000
adult foxes within the M25. Their
conservation status is considered
to be of Least Concern.

Everything and anything.
They will eat earthworms,
beetles, fruit and vegetables.
They will also kill rabbits,
chickens, scavenge in bins
and waste tips. They have a
particularly small stomach so
often stash food for
consumption later.

IDENTIFICATION
The distinctive red brown fur and
long bushy tail is familiar to
almost everyone.
Head-body length: 56-75 cm
Tail length: just over half the body
Weight Adult: 4-9 kg
Lifespan: 10-11 years, usually 6
years.

The only legal protection foxes
have is the 2004 Hunting Act,
preventing the use of hunting
with dogs.

HABITAT
Foxes can be found almost
throughout the U.K. in both
urban and open countryside.
They are regularly seen on
the EPIC site crossing fields
and walking along the new
river. We often see signs of
their kills and snuffle holes
as well as foot prints where
they jump across from bank
to bank.
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Conservation

ISSUES
There are a number of problems
facing foxes today Construction
Road traffic incidents
Poisoning - deliberate and
accidental
Shooting/Culling

SIGNS TO LOOK
FOR
Look out for:
Runs through vegetation that
are V shaped, as fox has long
legs and a thin body.
Hair - look for the ginger hair
caught on brambles and fences.
Piles of feather - look to see if
the feather still has the pointy
tip, if not it's a fox kill.
Scats - look in obvious places,
along river banks, on prominent
rocks. Above all it smells - very
strong musky odour.
Footprints - Are easily confused
with a dog or cat so look
carefully. A fox is more
diamond-shaped but longer than
wide& you can draw a X
between the pads.

RESEARCH
A lot is now known about urban
foxes. They have been well studied
since they first started to appear in
our urban environments. Large
University's, like Brighton
University have carried out large
scale projects on them, but also
home owners and individuals have
collected invaluable information
on fox activity in and around
private homes. All data is
important and essential in our
understanding of these amazing
creatures.

